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Abbreviations and Acronyms

HTTP:  Hypertext Transfer Protocol

HTTPs: Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure

Rest: Representational state transfer

Restful: A software architecture that utilizes REST constraints

API: Application Programming Interface

UI: User Interface

CORS: Cross Origin Resource Sharing
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the stated purpose of the capstone is to congregate the collection of engineering skills

and good practices into a coherent and professionally produced final project, my approach to

the latter was to integrate cutting edge technologies and good software development practices

into one coherent and deployable web-application.

The idea for “CouchSurf Ifrane”, although simple in nature, includes many recent and widely

used technologies and frameworks which would greatly enhance my skill set and improve my

employability. Being a full-stack application, I concluded that the development process for

“CouchSurf Ifrane” would further prepare me for the professional world, since I would have

to familiarize myself with a comprehensive set of frameworks, tools and API’s. In my mind,

this learning experience would allow me to widen my employability to many different

subfields, whether it be front-end development, back-end development, data science, database

design and even full-stack development.

As mentioned previously, “CouchSurf Ifrane” has a simple premise but a complex

implementation. I imagined my web application to be an online platform that connects

homeowners that possess empty housing, rooms and even beds with people that are looking

for one of the previously mentioned options in the region of Ifrane.

The way potential renters look for housing will be through an interactive map that shows the

available options and their geographical positioning within the city of Ifrane. The users can

also filter the available options by numerous criteria, like housing type (chalet, apartment,

room, bed/sofa), price per night, number of beds, and more. Users who have stayed in

housing they found on the platform can leave a written review and rating (out of 5 stars).

Housing providers can enter their available options, upload pictures, descriptions, and

respond to reviews of previous renters.

The implementation phase for “CouchSurf Ifrane” would have to include many technologies

that facilitate the mentioned features of the web-application. The project requires an intuitive

and simple front-end, authentication and session handling to allow for multiple users to use

the application, a responsive back-end to offload resource consuming processes from the

client like the machine-learning algorithm and to act as an interface with the database server,

the latter of which would be used to store the required structured data, a server that would
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host the web-application, in addition to APIs that would provide the necessary third-party

data, like base maps and home address localization.

This report compiles my thought process behind the design and implementation of my

capstone idea, descriptions of the wide array of technologies used, the STEEPLE implications

of such a project, a detailed analysis of the latter’s requirements and data entities, in addition

to explaining the project’s implementation details and all the limitations I have encountered

during the development of “CouchSurf Ifrane”.
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2. METHOD

2.1 Development Model

I opted for the Agile development model during this project’s conception, given my previous

experience with this development methodology both professionally and vocationally.

Agile development is a development model that bases itself around a fluid set of requirements

that evolve as the development cycle progresses. It relies heavily on incremental feature

implementation and frequent prototyping.

Since the project at hand utilizes a large number of technologies and tools that I had not

familiarized myself with before the start of development, the Agile methodology proved to be

of tremendous help. By adopting an iterative approach to the development cycle, I will be

able to implement features progressively in parallel with lessons and tutorials on the

technologies I have to adopt. This approach will accelerate my rate of progress given the

large tasks at hand, since I will be able to frequently produce and test newly implemented

features as soon as I learn about them, in addition to facilitating modifications to the code

base.
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2.2 Common Practices Used

2.2.1 Multi-Layered Architecture and Thin-Client

I set out for “CouchSurf Ifrane” to be multi-layered in nature (front-end, back-end and

database layer), with a thin client that would allow for fast website loading and rendering.

This also allows the back-end to handle the entirety of the business logic of the

web-application, which offloads most of the resource consuming processes from the

front-end layer. I also initially designed the front-end to handle authentication operations like

sign-up, login, and logout operations, in addition to input sanitization operations and session

handling, whose latency is especially noticeable to users when it is long. Integrating these

operations into the front-end allows for fast loading times and fast response times, since these

function calls do not need to be processed through the back-end.

2.2.2 Encapsulation and Code Commenting

To help with future troubleshooting and code comprehensibility, I tried to include as many

descriptive comments as possible, for every coherent block of code. Separating large pieces

of code into modular functions, and grouping related functions into cohesive files and folders

also allows for more encapsulated functionalities, which in turn allows for more readable

code that facilitates troubleshooting.

2.2.3 Model-View-Controller Architecture

Using the MVC architecture allows for an accelerated and easily maintainable development

process. It enables us to develop applications in a modular way by separating functionalities

into multiple reusable components. The MVC architecture splits the application into three

main parts, a model, a view, and a controller. The controller components are responsible for

handling incoming requests, sanitizing parameters, and dispatching the requests to the

appropriate model components. The view component (in this case, the front-end layer) is

responsible for fetching, sending and displaying data to and from the controller components,

while the model components are responsible for the business logic of the web application.
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2.3 Technology Stack

2.3.1 Google Firebase Authentication

Firebase is a collection of SDKs (refer to “List of Acronyms and Abbreviations”) developed

by Google that remove the need to manually implement HTTP calls to a back-end server, in

addition to omitting most of the “boiler-plate” code (implementation details that are repeated

and standardized across the industry) that full-stack software development requires in order to

setup frameworks and environments.

Firebase Authentication is one of the many modules (or SDKs) offered by Google, and it

removes the need for a dedicated authentication server in addition to greatly reducing the

complexity of the session handling implementation. It also offers functions that easily

sanitize inputs, while also offering a secure connection to Google’s servers, and many other

things like managing and tracking users, compiling analytics about user behavior, and setting

up security rules in an easy and intuitive manner.

2.3.2 Node.js with Express and Sequelize

Javascript is a scripting and programming language that is used in web-development. It is

mostly used in the front-end layer in order to accomplish complex tasks within an html page

like animation, algebraic computations, and handling objects.

Node.js on the other hand is a runtime environment that was developed as a way for

programmers to implement both their front-end and back-end using javascript. Node.js is

highly scalable thanks to its extensive collection of packages, in addition to being optimized

for event-based programming, thanks to the event-loops that are implemented into the

runtime instead of being added as a library like traditional programming languages.

As mentioned, Node.js offers a tremendous amount of libraries, called packages, that reduce

the amount of time wasted on boiler-plate code in the backend, like implementing HTTP

routes and more.

Express.js (or just Express for short) is the most widely used Node back-end framework for

web-applications. It allows programmers to create HTTP request handlers, manage HTTP
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routes (file path of the requested resource), setting up ports and connections, and many more

features that facilitate the back-end’s implementation.

Sequelize is a node.js Object Relational Mapping Framework for Node, and it supports all of

the most used query languages. Using an ORM framework instead of developing an interface

through which to communicate with a database server has many benefits. These include the

fact that ORM frameworks enable the complete abstraction of the database layer, in addition

to greatly reducing time to implement and protecting against SQL injections. They are also

very well suited for CRUD operation-based projects.

2.3.3 HTML, CSS, Google Materialize

HTML and CSS will be used to create and format the website of my project. “Materialize” is

a CSS framework that provides stylized and animated web components that provide the users

with more visual feedback when using the UI of the web-application, in addition to giving the

programmer a more flexible way of accessing the latter from the various Javascript front-end

files I have created.

2.3.4 Oracle MySQL Database Service

Oracle MySQL Database Service will be used in this project to host the database layer, where

data entities will be stored. It can be accessed using the  “mysql.js” Node database client from

the back-end server, and uses the SQL query language. The MySQL Database Service also

allows for easy real-time checking of database entries, and the creation of tables and fields

through its intuitive UI.

2.3.5 OpenStreetMaps API

Open Street Maps is an open source Javascript library that offers a fully customizable

interactive map that can be embedded into any web application, in addition to offering many

functionalities to developers like GeoJSON compatibility, real-time data, and free access to a

multitude of open-source map-tile layers.
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2.4 STEEPLE Analysis

Social implications

The social implications of this online platform are fairly obvious.Given the variety of options

provided, the platform aims to offer housing to all types of users, from students to families.

The financial barrier of entry for users is therefore very low. The platform also aims to fill a

gap in convenient short-term housing I have personally witnessed and experienced during my

four years living in Ifrane, which I believe will alleviate a lot of the trouble associated with

finding, negotiating and enjoying short-term renting in the city.

Technological implications

The online platform can be implemented entirely using tools and frameworks I have had

experience with during my stay at AUI, in addition to the knowledge and skills I learned

during my transition into the professional world. The project serves as a display of the skills

and know-how I have acquired inside and outside the classroom, which is why it will only be

developed using tested and proven engineering practices and design steps.

Economical implications

CouchSurf Ifrane will only utilize free and open source tools and frameworks, and will be

free to all users after a successful deployment. The project is not meant to generate any

revenue for the time being, and my goal for this project is to produce a successful enterprise

class application while following the methodology of software engineering we have studied

at AUI. The platform will serve as a link between homeowners and people looking for

short-term housing, and the financial details of the transaction will be handled independently

by the two parties involved.

Ethical implications

CouchSurf Ifrane aims to provide more transparency to its users compared to the notoriously

shady and risky renting business in Ifrane, which I personally have had multiple bad

experiences with.
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Legal implications

CouchSurf Ifrane does not aim to generate revenue from the transactions it aims to host, since

the business of private short-term renting in Morocco is within a legal grey area (take

AirBnb’s example). The platform aims to connect its users to available housing without being

involved in the transactions financially, since the parties involved are free to agree on

payment details independently from the platform.
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2.5 Design Phase

2.5.1 Requirement Engineering

Functional requirements

“CouchSurf Ifrane” will have three types of users:

● Guest users: these are the users who have not created an account yet

● Renters: these are the users who are looking for temporary housing

● Owners: these are the users who own housing and are offering the latter to temporary

renters.

Guest users can interact with the web application through the following main functional

modules:

Authentication module:

● Create a renter or owner account

● Log into an existing renter or owner account

● Read about the project’s motivation and mission

Renters can interact with the web application through the following main functional modules:

● Renter profile module

○ Renters should be able to add and modify personal information that

homeowners can consult before every booking.

■ Profile picture

■ Biography

■ First and last name

■ Gender

■ Birth date

■ Phone number

■ Email address

● Browsing module

○ Renters should be able to browse housing options offered in Ifrane
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○ Renters should be able to search for specific housing options based on

required criteria like:

■ Housing type (chalet, apartment, room, spare bed/sofa)

■ Rent price

■ Number of rooms/beds

■ Location

● Booking module

○ Renters should be able to book a specific housing option for a specific period

of time

○ Renters should get a confirmation from the homeowner in less than 24 hours.

The booking gets canceled otherwise.

Home owners can interact with the web application through the following main functional

modules:

● Housing dashboard module

○ Homeowners should be able to browse their currently offered housing options,

renters that are currently renting their properties, and pending confirmations

from potential renters.

● Owner profile module

○ Home owners should be able to add and modify personal information that

renters can consult while browsing available housing options

■ Profile picture

■ Biography

■ First and last name

■ Gender

■ Occupation

■ Birth date

■ Phone number

■ Email address

The non-functional requirements of this project are:

● Provide a secure way to manage user accounts

● Sensitive data should be stored in a secure manner
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● User personal information should not be accessible by unauthorized users

● The web application should work on both desktop and mobile browsers

● The website should be light-weight and responsive

● The interface should be intuitive and minimal

● The housing options should be easily searchable and intuitive to browse

● The web-application should be designed with extensibility mind if the need to add

more features arises in the future

● The web-application should be reliable

● The web-application should be maintainable to facilitate troubleshooting
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2.5.2 Entity Relation Diagram

Figure 1: ERD for CouchSurf Ifrane
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There are two types of users, renters and homeowners, both of which are uniquely

identified by a sequentially generated identifier attribute. In fact, every other entity has an

automatically generated unique identifier field, all of which are used as primary keys. This

eliminates the need for composite primary keys, which in turn contributes to faster and

shorter queries to the database, the latter of which represent a considerable portion of the

operation set of the web-application.

Each renter points to an entity that stores a list of bookings. Each booking entity refers

to a renter/housing unit pair, along with relevant information related to the renter’s booking

like the duration of the renter’s stay, the booking date, the status of the booking (whether the

home-owner accepted or refused the booking request), and the timestamp of the request’s

issuance.

Each home-owner points to an entity that stores a list of homes or housing units that

owner is offering on the platform. Each housing unit entity stores the information related to

its corresponding housing unit. Each housing unit can have multiple pictures, whose urls are

stored in the picture list entity.

Each housing unit has comments pertaining to users who have stayed in it, all of

which are stored in the comment list entity. Every comment list entity corresponds to one

comment/housing unit pair.
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2.5.3 Physical Architecture

Figure 2: General physical architecture for CouchSurf Ifrane

End-users access the client from a browser. The client sends HTTP requests to the

application server for processing operation or to the Firebase authentication SDK for user

authentication, both of which are transmitted via the REST and HTTP protocols, The

application server runs Express as a back-end framework, which runs on top of a Node

environment. CRUD operations are performed on the database server by the Sequelize ORM,

which communicates with it using the official Node js MySQL driver. The DBMS driver

establishes a connection with the MySQL database and handles the sending and receiving of

queries to the database server, using a proprietary MySQL protocol.
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2.5.4 Application Server Logical Architecture

Figure 3: Application Server Logical Architecture for CouchSurf Ifrane

The application server is organized into a Model-View-Controller architecture. The

controller components are responsible for handling incoming requests, sanitizing parameters,

and dispatching the requests to the appropriate model components. The view component (in

this case, the front-end layer) is responsible for fetching, sending and displaying data to and
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from the controller components, while the model components are responsible for the

processing of the data.

For a better division of concerns, all the operations pertaining to interacting with the

database server are housed into data repositories. That way, services are left to be solely

responsible for the business logic of the application. Services are modular in nature, and each

service is composed of methods which are called by the controller after receiving requests

from the client.
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2.6.1 Front-end Layer Implementation

The front-end layer of “CouchSurf Ifrane” was implemented using HTML5, CSS, Google’s

Materialize, Javascript, while using the Firebase Authentication SDK.

The front-end layer includes two Javascript files, one for all functions related to

authentication and session tracking, named “auth.js”, and another for initializing, loading and

updating the webpage’s HTML components and contents, named “app.js”. Only the “app.js”

file includes calls to the back-end server, since this file houses the functions responsible for

fetching content from the back-end and sending user inputs to the latter, either for processing

or data updates further down the pipeline in the database layer.

The HTML files, the main of which is named “index.html”, hold all the web components of

the webpages, multiple <script> tags at the end that load the “app.js” and “auth.js” files into

the browser, in addition to a Javascript function that authenticates the Google API key along

with passing important parameters to Google’s servers like the domain name, project

identifier, and other credentials. This function’s role is to validate the mentioned parameters

at the level of Google’s servers so that the web-application can use the Firebase

Authentication SDK.

Figure 4: Screenshot of the Signup  for CouchSurf Ifrane
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Figure 5: Screenshot of the Renter Login for CouchSurf Ifrane

Figure 6: Screenshot of the Browsing window for CouchSurf Ifrane
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2.6.2 Back-end Layer Implementation

The back-end layer is hosted locally for testing purposes, and deployed regularly after every

completed Agile milestone to test real-case performance.

The back-end layer is implemented using Node.js and the various packages mentioned above

(refer to the “Technology Stack” section).

Numerous Javascript functions that constitute the back-end are grouped into coherent files to

produce a more encapsulated file structure. As initially proposed in the requirement

engineering phase, the functionalities of “CouchSurf Ifrane” are divided into models, views

and controllers, as described in the logical architecture diagram.

The incoming fetch requests from the front-end are managed with the use of the “Express”

backend framework, which allows the programmer to establish “routes” for every

implemented type of HTTP request. The routes can be differentiated between each other by

their respective HTTP methods and the incoming fetch requests’ file path. Each route extracts

the request parameters from the HTTP request, and calls an appropriate service method using

the extracted parameters. After the successful execution of the service method, the result of

the operation (new record, success or failure boolean, processed result..) is wrapped in a

response object and sent back to the client by the controller.

When a service method is required to persist data, it does so by instantiating an appropriate

repository class and calling its methods. Since I am using the Sequelize ORM framework, I

only need to pass the object to-be-persisted to the repository instance by calling one of its

methods. Querying the database works in a similar manner. An appropriate repository

instance (for example: Housing Unit repository) is created, and I call one of its query

methods (for example: FindAllById) by passing the identifier of the entry I am trying to

retrieve (housing unit with id 100). The ORM framework automatically formulates a query

with the specified parameters and returns an entity object of the query result (in this case, the

housing unit with id 100).

The following example pertains to what I did concerning the “create booking” operation. The

same design philosophy is repeated for every other back-end route, where each request goes

from the client to a controller, then a service, then a repository, then back the same call path.
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By taking the example of the “Booking” controller shown above, this component listens to

requests with URI’s that have the “/booking” route. When a renter creates a booking, the

client sends a “POST” request to the “/booking/createBooking” path, with user data in the

body formatted in the JSON format. Because the “booking” controller is listening to all

incoming requests to that route, it executes the “createBooking” method.
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Express as a backend framework abstracts away a lot of the request parsing operations, since

it knows to look for the “Booking” entity’s attributes when parsing the JSON request body.

The entity’s definition can be found below:

The “createBooking” method in the controller is then able to call the userService (shown

above). The “userService” takes care of saving the new booking, and returns an exception

when needed.

The “BookingRepository” component handles all the queries to the database. Since I am

using an ORM, I am already provided with some default query methods that allow me to only
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define the query parameters through the method’s name by respecting a certain naming

convention. It goes as follows: findBy[ATTRIBUTE IN CAMEL-CASE]. The only addition

to allow this is to define a model class that encompasses all the attributes of the Booking

entity, and that specifies the table associations along with attribute data types as follows:
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2.7 Maintenance and Testing Phase

2.7.1 Setting-up the Localhost Server and Test Deployments

In order to allow for fast prototyping and testing of the whole web-app after every successful

feature implementation, the three layers of “CouchSurf Ifrane” are hosted locally on different

port numbers.

Since deployment of the whole web-application requires the time-consuming uploading of

many of the project files and dependencies, I have opted to only deploy the project on Google

Cloud Servers sporadically, after successfully implementing and testing individual features.

2.7.2 Testing Back-End Functions

After establishing the various server routes required for function calls from the front-end,

testing of the various back-end modules becomes as simple as copying their routes into any

browser’s address bar and evaluating the output by console logging their respective return

value. This way, back-end functions can be tested and troubleshooted easily without the need

to call them from the UI of the website, which can be time-consuming when multiple

back-end functions are present. This can be done through services like Postman, which can be

used to simulate HTTP requests to the REST API.

2.7.3 Testing the Front-end

Using code editor extensions like “VSCode Live Server” allowed me to easily test and make

changes to the front-end without having to reload the page, redo the login or sign up

processes, or restart the localhost server. Extensions like “Live Server” automatically restart

the locally hosted server and web files in real-time.
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2.8 Recommendations and Future Work

2.8.1 Important Bug-fixes

At the time of redacting this report, many serious issues are still being worked on, the biggest

of which are:

● CORS policy conflicts that block fetch requests from the back-end to foreign

domain servers (Like Open Street Maps)

● Occasional Null object exceptions when trying to extract current user from the

session tokens

● Responsive UI components that do not update when resizing the page

2.8.2 Extensibility and Future Feature Implementation

After troubleshooting the aforementioned problems I have encountered and successfully

prototyping and testing the features affected by the latter, many features could be added to

“CouchSurf Ifrane” in order to extend its functionalities.

Some possible upgrade to the “CouchSurf Ifrane” feature base include:

● Mobile support for Android and IOS

● Online payment support

● Admin privileges to moderate content in the website
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3. CONCLUSION

This final capstone report compiled all the software development steps I have learned during

my curriculum and followed in the creation of this particular project: “CouchSurf Ifrane”

I have covered the background and motivations behind the conception of the “CouchSurf

Ifrane” project idea, a few of the vast amount of standards and common practices I have tried

to follow in order to produce a professional product, the technologies and tools I have used in

order to implement the design of “CouchSurf Ifrane”, a concise STEEPLE analysis when

applicable, in addition to my thought process behind some of the implementation details I

deemed worth an explanation, and finally, the long but important process of software testing

and maintenance.

Many aspects of the “CouchSurf Ifrane” development cycle have not been addressed for fear

of redundancy and length. These non-mentioned details can be further studied in the websites

below.
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